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Abstract–Due to the high integration on vertical stacked layers,
power/ground network design becomes one of the critical challenges in
3D IC design. With the leakage-thermal dependency, the increasing
on-chip temperature in 3D designs has serious impact on IR drop due to
the increased wire resistance and increased leakage current.
Power/ground (P/G) TSVs can help to relieve the IR drop violation by
vertically connecting the on-chip P/G networks on different layers.
However, most previous work only fulfills a margin of the full potential
of PG TSVs planning since the P/G grids are restricted in a uniform
topology. Besides, the overlook of resistance variation and leakage
current will make the results less accurate. In this paper, we present an
efficient thermal-aware P/G TSVs planning algorithm based on a
sensitivity model with temperature-dependent leakage current
considered. The proposed method can overcome the limitation of
uniform P/G grid topology and make full use of P/G TSVs planning for
the optimization of P/G network by allowing short wires to connect the
P/G TSVs to P/G grids in non-uniform topology. Moreover, with
resistance variation and increased leakage current caused by high
temperature in 3D ICs, more accurate result can be obtained. Both the
theoretical analysis and experimental results show the efficiency of our
approach. Results show that neglecting thermal impacts on power
delivery can underestimate IR drop by about 11%. To relieve the severe
IR drop violation, 51.8% more P/G TSVs are needed than the cases
without thermal impacts considered. Results also show that our P/G TSV
planning based on the sensitivity model can reduce max IR drop by
42.3% and reduce the number of violated nodes by 82.4%.

I.

voltage distribution on different layers may provide an opportunity
to relieve IR drop violation by vertically connecting separated P/G
grids with P/G vias. Instead of routing more P/G trunks on
individual layers to avoid violations, P/G vias between layers can be
used to construct a 3D P/G network in which the IR drop distribution
on multiple layers can be optimized at the same time. Since TSVs go
through the silicon layer, the distribution of P/G TSVs is influenced
by not only the power distribution but also the whitespace
distribution around circuit modules. Therefore, it is necessary to
plan the P/G TSV distribution in the floorplanning stage and provide
flexibility to optimize the P/G network.
Prior works on 3D P/G Network Design. Currently, only a
few of works have explored 3D P/G network design. The related
works can be divided into two categories by their optimization
objectives. The first category focuses on the reduction of power
supply noise [5-13]. For example, decoupling capacitors (decaps)
can be used during placement to reduce the power supply noise [5-9].
In addition to using decaps to reduce P/G noise, the density of P/G
TSVs can be adjusted to reduce the power supply noise [13]. The
second category considers the IR drop in 3D ICs during early stages.
A 3D floorplan and P/G network co-synthesis tool was proposed to
explore the floorplanning and P/G network topology design with IR
drop constraint considered [14]. In this paper, we further explore
P/G grid design during early stages, so we focus on the optimization
of IR Drop of P/G grid to guide grid design.
The limitation of Prior Work. The existing work on the P/G
network in 3D ICs is based on the evenly distributed P/G TSVs or
pre-determined distribution of P/G TSVs. Hence, TSV planning is
not fully adjusted to help the optimization of power delivery. Since
the number of P/G TSVs is limited due to the routing congestion and
yield reduction, the lack of P/G TSV planning may limit the design
flexibility and then cause high cost or even failure in design.
Meanwhile, the topology of 3D P/G network also plays a significant
role in power delivery. A good topology will effectively reduce the
IR drop with less wiring cost.
Normally, there are two types of topology in 3D P/G network
(Fig.2): (1) Uniform grid, in which the pitches of grids on all layers
are the same. (2) Non-uniform grid, in which each layer has different
P/G grid pitches. Previous work on 3D P/G network [13,14] restricts
the uniform grid or aligned trunks on different layers by restricting
P/G TSVs insertion only at the cross points between P/G networks
on two adjacent layers. But due to the different IR drop distribution,
the uniform distribution of grids may need more P/G wire resources.
The limitation of inserting TSVs in uniform grids also narrows the
space for optimization of P/G network.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, through-silicon via (TSV) based 3D IC designs
emerge as a promising solution because of many benefits such as
wire length reduction, smaller form factors, and heterogeneous
integration [1-2]. The inter-layer TSVs can carry signals (signal
vias) or help heat dissipation (thermal vias), and connect the
power/ground (P/G) networks (P/G vias). Considering the thermal
issues in 3D designs, most of the power-hungry modules are placed
near to the bottom heat sink. The imbalance of power distribution
among layers results in quite different distributions of IR drops on
different layers.

(a) layer1 (near to heat sink) (b)layer2
Figure 1. Voltage distribution in different layers
Fig.1 shows the voltage distribution on two stacked layers
without any P/G vias between them. We can see that the IR drop on
layer1 is more critical than on layer2. However, the imbalance of

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. 3D uniform Grid(a) and non-uniform(b)
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Thermal-aware 3D P/G TSV planning problem can be formulated
as follows: given the feasible packing with modules on multiple
layers, with the thermal issue considered, our goal is to optimize the
P/G TSVs distribution and the topology of P/G network on multiple
layers so that the IR drop can be minimized with least TSVs and P/G
wires resource. To describe the problem, following notations listed
in Table I will be used:

In this paper, we connect P/G TSVs to P/G grids with short
interconnect segments or short wires so that the locations of P/G
TSVs are much more flexible. Hence, not only the P/G network can
be optimized, but the layout of the modules has much more
flexibility.
As the continuing increase of power density, the temperature
distribution varies a lot among layers in 3D chips. The wire
resistance will be influenced by increased local temperature which
has been analyzed in 2D P/G networks [15]. Besides the wire
resistance, another thermal dependent design factor, leakage current
is always neglected in P/G analysis. It is shown that at 130nm with
supply voltage of 1.2-1.3V, leakage current represents 10-30% of
active power, and for 70nm with supply voltage less than 1.0V, over
50% of a chip's power dissipation may be due to leakage current [16].
Leakage current is no longer negligible in 3D designs due to the high
temperature. Though the inter-dependent relation between leakage
and temperature are thoroughly investigated in both 2D and 3D
floorplanning [17] [18], none work about the impact of leakage
current on power delivery in 3D designs was proposed.
In this paper, we first study the impact of P/G TSV sensitivity on
the total IR drop, considering the thermal impact on wire resistance
and leakage current, and then further propose the co-optimization
flow of P/G TSVs with the topology of P/G grids. More specifically,
we make the following contributions:
z A sensitivity model evaluating the IR drop impact of P/G TSV
insertion among layers is proposed to guide the P/G TSV
planning. According to the sensitivity of each P/G TSV, we can
optimize the P/G TSV insertion to amend the IR drop violations
with least TSVs.
z Short wires are adopted to connect the P/G TSVs to P/G grids in
non-uniform grids to ensure more flexible locations for P/G vias
insertion. With this flexibility, the topologies of P/G grids can be
optimized freely without much restriction.
z We take the thermal issues into IR drop analysis in 3D IC
considering the thermal impact on both wire resistance and
leakage current. Our analysis results show that the temperature
impacts are no longer negligible in 3D designs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Problem formulation
is given in Sect. II. In Sect. III and IV, the thermal aware IR drop
analysis and the P/G TSV planning approach are proposed.
Experimental results are given in Sect. V. Finally, Sect. VI
concludes this paper.

II.

Table I. Notions used in this paper
n Number of nodes.
m Number of P/G TSVs.
 ܴ א ܩൈ Conductance matrix
ܸ  ܴ אൈଵ Voltage vector for all nodes.
 ܴ א ܫൈଵ Current vector.
VDD Supply voltage.
The P/G network on each metal layer can be described as a
non-uniform mesh structure which is composed of a uniform mesh
with certain size such as 100u100 and some short interconnect
segments. The P/G TSVs between adjacent layers can be allocated at
the whitespace around modules and be connected to P/G grids by
short interconnect segments. With the whole P/G network, the IR
drop of each node can be obtained by solving a linear system. In this
paper, we use the resistive model and the static current source model
for P/G networks. The objectives are as follows:
• The minimization of total IR drop:
For node i in the mesh, it has an IR drop with its corresponding
voltageܸ , we denote it asܸௗ  ൌ ܸ ܦܦെ ܸ , and then we can get
a vector ܸௗ ൌ ܸ ܦܦെ ܸfor all nodes. Our goal is to minimize the
total IR drop on the whole chip by planning the P/G networks with
minimal P/G TSVs inserted. Since the quadratic sum may bring
convenience to compute the sensitivity of inserting each P/G TSV,
we define the total IR drop ߶ as the quadratic sum of difference
between ܸ ܦܦand all nodes’ voltage, which can be formulated as:
݉݅݊ ߶ ൌ ܸௗ ் ȉ ܸௗ
(1)
In this paper, we define the sensitivity of a P/G TSV as the
derivative of ߶to the conductance of this TSV as described in Sect.
IV.
• The minimal wiring resources:
With different sizes of P/G meshes and the different wires
connecting P/G TSVs with P/G grids, the metal resources used by
P/G network might be quite different for various designs. Therefore,
with the objective to reduce IR drop violations as much as possible,
the wiring resources of P/G networkܣீ should be minimized,
where ܣீ includes both the area of P/G trunks (Atrunk) and the area
of short interconnect segments (Ashort). We denote it as:
(2)
ܣீ ൌ ܣ௧௨  ܣ௦௧

PROBLEM FORMULATION

If multiple layers are stacked, such as 2 layers (2 metal layers and
2 silicon layers) shown in Fig.3 (a), in order to help the IR drop
dissipation, some P/G TSVs can be inserted in the whitespace
between blocks. Some short interconnect segments connecting the
P/G TSVs to P/G networks are expected if P/G TSVs are not aligned
to P/G trunks (Fig.3 (c)). By dividing the silicon layer between two
adjacent metal layers into virtual grids which are called sensitivity
estimation grids in this paper, we can find out all the grids which
have whitespaces between modules on this layer, and then we
assume the center of these grids as the candidate positions which
TSVs can be inserted into (Fig.3 (b)).

III.

THERMAL EFFECTS ON P/G NETWORK

The temperature variation on the power grid can cause significant
changes in the interconnect resistances, and therefore can
substantially increase the IR drops in the power grid. Even in 2D IC
design, as the current densities of interconnects increase, the effects
of self-heating become more significant and cannot be ignored
anymore [15]. Hence, in 3D designs, with much higher temperature
and large temperature difference between layers, the effects of
temperature on the IR drop analysis is necessary to be considered. In
addition, thermal-leakage dependency may cause the increase of
leakage current. With more absorbed current, the IR drop
distribution will be influenced a lot.

A. Leakage aware current model
(a)

(b)

(c)

In CMOS digital circuits, power dissipation consists of dynamic
and leakage components. In current CMOS technologies, the
sub-threshold leakage currentܫ௦௨ is much larger than the other

Figure 3. 3D P/G mesh with TSV
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(6)
ܲ ൌ ܲௗ௬  ܲ
Whereܲ ൌ ܫ௦௨ ൈ ܸܦܦ.
On the other hand, leakage power will increase the total power
consumption which in turn increase the power vector P in (5).
Therefore, the thermal profile can be obtained by iteratively
conducting thermal analysis and leakage power estimation until
convergence as shown in Fig.5. This usually requires about 2-3
iterations.

leakage current components [20]. The sub-threshold leakage
power/current increases exponentially with temperature increases.
ூೞೠ್
ூೞೠ್ బ

ൌ ߙ ൈ ݁ ఉൈሺ் ି்್ೌೞሻ

(3)

Where Ti is the temperature of module mi. Į and ȕ are empirical
factors that have different values for different technologies. ܶ௦ is
the reference temperature at which Į, ȕ and the initial Isub0 are
defined. Typically, Į = 1u105 W/m2, ȕ = 0.025 for 130nm [21]. ܶ௦
is defined to 27oC with the initial Isub0 is about 5% of total current
including both dynamic current and leakage current in the
experimental environment.
Leakage is important not only in the standby mode but also in the
active mode of operation. In fact, the leakage in the active mode
(active leakage) is significantly larger due to higher die temperature
in the active mode and the exponential temperature dependence of
sub-threshold leakage [22]. The standby leakage may be made
significantly smaller than the active leakage by changing the body
bias conditions or by power-gating. In the active mode of operation
(high temperature), sub-threshold leakage is the dominant
component of leakage. Therefore, for IR drop estimation, with
leakage current considered, the absorbed current on each pin may be
computed as:
(4)
 ܫൌ ܫௗ௬  ܫ௦௨

B.

C. Thermal-aware wire resistance model
With the thermal analysis, we can evaluate the thermal effect on
wire resistivity accordingly. Similar to the analysis method used in
[15] for 2D ICs, for a metal wire with temperature profile T(x) along
its length, the resistivity U(x) at point x will change linearly with
temperature as:
ߩሺݔሻ ൌ ߩ ሺͳ  ߚ ȉ ܶሺݔሻሻ
(7)
Where ߩ is the resistivity at reference temperature (27ƕC for
example) and ȕ= 0.0039/ƕC is the temperature coefficient of
resistance. As shown in Fig.6 (a), the resistance of a wire in thermal
grids can be figured out:
ఘ  ାఘ  ାఘ 
ܴ௪ ൌ భ భ మ మ య య
(8)

WhereUሺ݅ሻ ൌ U ሺͳ  E ȉ ܶሺ݅ሻሻ, for i=1, 2, 3. T(i) is the temperature
of ݃݀݅ݎ , ݈ is the length of metal wire in ݃݀݅ݎ . A is sectional area of
the wire. In the actual calculation, square resistance is used instead
of A. Fig.6 (b) shows the linear relationship between the resistivity
of a metal wire with the temperature.

Thermal-leakage dependent model

As shown in Fig.4, the 3D circuit stacking is divided by a
two-dimensional array of tile stacks and each tile stack is composed
of several vertically-stacked tiles. The lateral thermal resistances,
ܴ௧ are used to connect those tile stacks, a thermal resistor ܴ is
modeled for the i-th device layer, while thermal resistance of the
bottom layer and silicon substrate is modeled as ܴ as shown in
Fig.4(c). Similar to Ref. [13, 23], a tile stack is modeled as a resistive
network. The isothermal bases of room temperature are modeled as a
voltage source. A current source is presented at every node to
represent the heat sources. The system can be spatially discretized
and be solved using the following equation to determine the
steady-state thermal profile as a function of power profile:
(5)
ܶ ൌ ܲିܣଵ
Where  ܣis an ܰuܰsparse thermal conductivity matrix. ܶ and
ܲሺܶሻ are ܰuͳtemperature and power vectors.

(a) metal wire in thermal grids

(b) temprature impact on resistivity

Figure 6. Metal wire under thermal efffects

IV.

P/G TSV PLANNING

A. Sensitivity Model
Based on the regular mesh structure shown in Fig.3, P/G wires are
modeled as resistors. A P/G pin in a hard module is modeled as a
current source. Traditionally, the static analysis of a P/G network is
formulated:
ܩȉܸ ൌܫ
(9)
Where G is the conductance matrix for the resistors, V is the vector
of node voltages, and I is the vector of current loads. The dimensions
of I and V are equal to the number of nodes in the P/G network. With
the additional P/G TSVs, the conductance matrix can be expressed
for two layer case as following:
െܩ௧௦௩
 ܩ ܩ௧௦௩
ܩൌ൬ ଵ
൰
(10)
െܩ௧௦௩
ܩଶ  ܩ௧௦௩
Where ܩଵ is the conductance matrix on layer1 without TSVs and
ܩଶ is the conductance matrix on layer2 without TSVs, and ܩ௧௦௩ can
be written as:
ܩ௧௦௩ ൌ ݀݅ܽ݃ሺǥ ǡͲǡ ǥ ǡ ݃௧௦௩భ ǡ ǥ ǡͲǡ ǥ ǡ ݃௧௦௩మ ǡ ǥ ǡ ݃௧௦௩ ǡ ǥ ሻ (11)
Where ݃௧௦௩ is the conductance ofݒݏݐ . It is similar for multiple
layers by applying (10) pair-wisely between adjacent layers.
Once the P/G network without P/G TSV is created on each layer,
it needs to be analyzed to find the optimal position to insert P/G TSV
so that the total IR drop violation can be minimized. Intuitively, if
there is a voltage difference between two vertically- aligned nodes
on two adjacent layers, a P/G TSV might be useful to connect them
so that their voltages would come to a balance and the node with
lower voltage would be made up, consequently the total IR drop will

(a) Tiles Stack Array (b) Single Tile Stack (c)Tile Stack Analysis

Figure 4. Resistive thermal model for a 3D IC [23]

(a) leakage increase with temperature (b) iterative estimation process

Figure 5. Relation between temperature and leakage current
Since we have leakage power considered, the total power
includes not only the dynamic power, but also the leakage power.
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be reduced. Besides the difference of voltage values on adjacent
layers, the matrix structure of the P/G network also influences the
effect of individual PG TSVs.
In this paper, we adopt the sensitivity of each P/G TSV on the
total IR drop to guide TSV insertion in white spaces [24]. We define
the sensitivity of each P/G TSV on the total IR drop as follows:
డథ
(12)
ܵ݁݊ݕݐ݅ݒ݅ݐ݅ݏ൫݃௧௦௩ ൯ ൌ డ

TSVs in macros or IP blocks. As discussed in section II, we divide
the silicon layer between two adjacent metal layers into virtual grids,
and then we can find out all the grids which have whitespaces
between modules, we assume the center of these grids as the
candidate positions which TSVs can be inserted into. We can simply
get the sensitivity of a grid based on the average value of
sensitivities of TSVs in the grid. The size of sensitivity estimation
grid used in this paper is 50u50. After we get the sensitivity of each
candidate TSV position, we surely know where needs TSVs most.
Then we sort the grids by the sensitivities and insert certain number
of TSVs with the most negative sensitivities to the grids. As the
TSVs inserted, the sensitivity and capacitance of each grid will be
updated for the next round of TSV insertion. The TSV insertion with
sorted sensitivities will be iteratively processed until no further
decrease of ߶Ȁ݊ can be made. The P/G TSV planning flow is
described below:

ೞೡ

Where ߶ is defined by (1), and we can easily get
డథ
డೞೡ

డೝ

ൌ ʹ ȉ ܸௗ ் ȉ

డೞೡ

డ

ൌ െʹ ȉ ܸௗ ் ȉ డ

(13)

ೞೡ

In formula (13), ܸௗ ் is known, then in order to calculate the
sensitivity of ݒݏݐ , we must first compute the deviation of ܸ to ݃௧௦௩ .
According to the circuit equation using MNA (Modified Node
Approach) in (9) we can calculate the derivative of ܸ to ݃௧௦௩ (i=1,
2,…,t) in above equation, then we have
డீ
డ
డூ
ȉ ܸ   ܩȉ డ ൌ డ
(14)
డ
Since

డூ

డೞೡ

ೞೡ

ೞೡ

Algorithm 1. P/G TSV planning
Initialize parameters ߝଵ ǡ ߝଶ ;
߶ ൌ  ߶̴݈݀ൌ Ͳ;
Sweep the whitespaces using sensitivity estimation grids;
Add short interconnect segments to each layer if possible;
Calculate the sensitivity of each candidate TSV;
While (߶Ȁ݊  ߝଵ ݂ܾܽ݊݀ܽݏሺ߶ െ ߶̴݈݀ሻȀ݊  ߝଶ ) Do
Select a grid with most negative sensitivities and with
enough capacity for one TSV;
Insert a TSV into this grid;
Solve linear system ܩȉ ܸ ൌ ;ܫ
 ߶̴݈݀ൌ ߶;
Calculate the total IR drop ߶;
Update the sensitivity of each candidate TSV;
End.

ೞೡ

ൌ Ͳ, then we can get
డ
డೞೡ

డீ

ൌ െି ܩଵ ȉ డ

ೞೡ

ȉܸ

Then we can express (13) as
డథ
డீ
ൌ ʹ ȉ ܸௗ ் ȉ ି ܩଵ ȉ డ ȉ ܸ
డ
ೞೡ

Since we know that

డథ
డೞೡ

(15)
(16)

ೞೡ

is a scalar, we can transpose both side

of formula (16). Then we have:
డథ

்

డீ

డೞೡ

ȉ ܸ൰ ȉ ି ܩଵ ȉ ܸௗ

ൌ ʹ ȉ ൬డ

ೞೡ

We can first solve an auxiliary linear equation:
 ܩȉ ܺ ൌ ܸௗ
And we can get
ܺ ൌ ି ܩଵ ȉ ܸௗ
And (17) can be expressed as below:
డథ
డೞೡ

డீ

ൌ ʹ ȉ ൬డ

ೞೡ

(17)

B. Optimization of P/G grid topology

(18)

Besides the insertion of P/G TSVs, the topology of P/G grids also
influences the total IR drop. As we discussed previously, a good P/G
network topology may have a good effect on power delivery with
less wiring cost, or even bring us a faster convergence to P/G TSV
planning. Furthermore, the insertion of P/G TSVs cannot eliminate
the violated nodes if the topology of P/G grid is non-desired and the
IR drop is too severe. However, the improvement of topology on
P/G grid can effectively control the violated nodes. A violated node
is defined as that the node’s voltage is less than its threshold voltage.
We define ܸ௩ ൌ ܸ െ ܸand ߮ ൌ ܸ௩ ் ȉ ܵ ȉ ܸ௩ to evaluate the
total violation of the P/G network. S is defined as:
ଵ
ͳ ݂݅ ݔ Ͳ
ܵ ൌ ݀݅ܽ݃ሺͳ  ݊݃ݏሺܸ௩ ሻሻ where ݊݃ݏሺݔሻ ൌ ቄ
ଶ
െͳ
݈݁݁ݏ
The P/G grid size on each metal layer discussed in this paper
varies from 50×50 to 200×200. We define InitSize as 50×50 and
MaxSize as 200×200. To meet the IR drop constraints with less
wiring sources, we start the exploration from InitSize to MaxSize.
The P/G grid topology optimization flow is described below:

(19)

்

ȉ ܸ൰ ȉ ܺ

(20)

According to the form of G discussed previously (formula (10)),
then we can get
ڮ
ڮ
ڮ
ͳ  ڮെͳ
డீ
ڭ൲
(21)
ൌ൮ڭ
ڭ
ڰ
ڭ
డೞೡ
െͳ ͳ ڮ
ڮ
ڮ
ڮ
Where 1 appears at (a, a) and (b, b), -1 appears at (a, b) and (b, a). a
and b are two end nodes of ݒݏݐ . Finally we can get the sensitivity of
ݒݏݐ , which can be expressed as:
డథ
ൌ ʹ ȉ ൫ሺܸ െ ܸ ሻ ȉ ܺ  ሺܸ െ ܸ ሻ ȉ ܺ ൯
(22)
డ
ೞೡ

Where Va and Vb are the voltage values of two end nodes ofݒݏݐ .
ܺ and ܺ are the a-th and b-th element of vector X .
It is shown from formula (22) that the sensitivity of one TSV is
associated with the voltage difference between two end nodes of the
TSV. But there is still another factor such as ܺ also influences the
sensitivity of the TSV. We can find From (18) that the term ܺ is
defined by the topology of P/G mesh in terms ofି ܩଵ . Formula (22)
also tells us that it is not true that the more TSVs, the better IR drop.
If the sensitivity value of ݒݏݐ is positive and we add a TSV to the
position of ݒݏݐ , the total IR drop ߶ will increase, and power
integrity will become worse. So we can’t insert TSV where the
sensitivity is positive. On the other hand, if the sensitivity value of
ܸܶܵ is negative and the larger its absolute value is, the more ߶ will
be reduced after insertion.
Besides the power distribution, another constraint of PG TSV
insertion during floorplan stage is that only whitespace can be used
to allocate TSVs since there might not be spaces left for additional

Algorithm 2. P/G grid topology optimization
Construct the P/G mesh with InitSize size for each layer
Initialize parameters ߬ଵ ǡ ߬ଶ ;
߮ ൌ  ̴݈߮݀ൌ Ͳ;
While (߮Ȁ݊  ߬ଵ ݂ܾܽ݊݀ܽݏሺ߮ െ ̴݈߮݀ሻȀ݊  ߬ଶ ) Do
P/G TSV plan;
Calculate V after inserting P/G TSVs;
 ̴݈߮݀ൌ ߮;
Calculate the violation and IR drop on each layer and the total
violation߮;
Increase the size of the layer which has the worst IR drop and its size
does not reach MaxSize;
End.

C. Overall flow for co-optimization
Based on the previous approaches, the overall flow to construct
an optimal P/G network with P/G TSVs can be described as: First,
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connstruct the P/G grid with initial size without TSVs
T
for each layer,
l
andd then the initiaal thermal analyysis with leakagge power considdered
andd the resistance of each metal wire is calculaated. We then create
c
sennsitivity estimattion grids on each silicon laayer and sweepp the
whitespace betweeen blocks for
fo each layerr. The whitesspace
b attached to each
e
grid. Nexxt, the sensitiviity of
infoormation can be
eacch grid is calcullated to guide the
t TSV insertiion. In this stepp, we
actuually use the midpoint
m
of a grrid instead of thhe whole grid. After
A
we insert these TS
SVs to the P/G network,
n
thermaal analysis is applied
agaain. Then we calculate the totall IR drop under the updated theermal
proofile with TSV
Vs between layeers. The iteratiive process wiill be
conntinued until vooltages of all noodes are upon thhe threshold vooltage
or no
n more decrem
ment of the totaal IR drop is deetected. Fig.7 shhows
the overall flow brriefly:

nly distributed in the P/G areea). But the vio
olations still sprread
even
wideely (b). If wee conduct the TSV insertion
n according to the
diffeerence of voltaage of adjacennt layers, theree will have furrther
imprrovement in thee power deliverry(c). But our approach
a
can obbtain
betteer balance of IR
R drop and the vviolation area iss much smallerr (d).
For (b), (c) and (d), we use the sam
me number of TS
SVs. The resultss are
conssistent with thee theoretical anaalysis that the voltage
v
differennt is
not the only factorr to influence tthe effects of TSV
T
insertion. Our
c guide the T
TSV inserted to the most effecctive
senssitivity model can
posiition. The firstt two main coolumns shows the effects of our
apprroach without the
t thermal efffect considered. It shows that our
apprroach can reducce Max IR dropp by 42.3% and reduce the num
mber
of violated nodes by
b 82.4% by insserting additional PG TSVs.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 8: IR drop under differrent TSV-insertiion method: (a) IR
dro
op without inserrtion of P/G TS
SVs ;(b) IR drop
p with insertionn of
P/G TSVs by Unifoorm_Grid ;(c)IR
R drop analysis after inserting TSV
T
by Max_Diff approoach ;(d) IR droop with insertio
on of P/G TSVss by
m
(the parrameters in Alggorithm 1 asߝଵ ൌ ͳ ൈ ͳͲି ǡ ߝଶ ൌ
our method
ͳൈͳ
ͳͲି )

B. Thermal imppacts
In
n this set of testts, we want to ddemonstrate the effect of thermal to
IR drop.
d
Thereforee, two differentt algorithms wiith/without therrmal
conssidered are com
mpared in Tablee II. The maxim
mal temperaturee on
the chip
c
without TSV planning caan reach 310oC in n300. From
m the
firstt and third mainn columns, we can compare the
t thermal im
mpact
wheen no TSVs are used. It is show
wn that 11.5% increase
i
of Maxx IR
drop
p and 10.7% inncrease of Averrage IR drop will
w occur by takking
therm
mal effect intoo account on P
P/G network , which means that
negllecting thermal effects will leaad as high as 11% error on IR drop
d
estim
mation.
The
T TSV planniing is based onn sensitivity model under the same
P/G grid topology (i.e. 100u100 P/G mesh). Siince TSVs inseerted
betw
ween layers cann also help the hheat dissipation
n, by comparingg the
temp
perature beforee and after P/G
G TSV insertion
n, we find thatt the
relattively small num
mber of P/G TS
SVs reduce the temperature by only
o
abou
ut 16% which remains
r
the tem
mperature still very high. Whenn the
therm
mal effect is considered,
c
thee increased currrent coupled with
w
increased wire resiistance make tthe P/G TSV planning
p
a littlee bit
% more P/G TSVs than the case
c
diffiicult, which wiill cause 51.8%
with
hout thermal coonsidered. But our approach can
c still reducee the
Max
x IR drop from 0.290
0
to 0.158 w
which is about 45.5% reductioon. It
is proved
p
that taking no accounnt of the tempeerature during P/G
anallysis will lead too over-design orr the risks of vio
olated IR drops due
to in
ncreased local temperatures.
t
S
So the effects off thermal on thee IR
drop
p analysis are necessary to be cconsidered in 3D ICs.

Figuure.7 Overall floow of co-optimiization

V.

EXPERIM
MENTAL RE
ESULTS

E
Extensive
expeeriments have been performed to evaluatee our
prooposed method. A set of MC
CNC benchmarrks are considdered.
Theese benchmarkks have compllexities rangingg from 33 to 300
modules. The moddules in these beenchmarks are placed
p
on 4 layeers in
a 3D
D stacked desiggn. Our algorithhms have been implemented
i
inn C++.
Alll experiments arre performed onn a PC with 3.00 GHz processor and
2 GB
G of memory.

A. Effect of TSSV sensitivity model
m
I this set of tests, we define 100
In
1 u100 mesh for the P/G netw
work
on each layer. To
T show the correctness
c
andd efficiency off our
P
TSV inseertion
sennsitivity modell, we devise some other P/G
straategies to comppare with: 1) Unniform_Grid: Innsert TSVs evennly in
the cross nodes off the P/G grids between
b
every two adjacent laayers.
l
due to the
t obstacles caaused
Thee available posiitions may be limited
by circuit moduless. 2) Max_Diff: Insert TSVs at the location thaat has
the max difference of voltage off every two adjjacent layers. Itt is a
w a fast run-time, but as we
w can see from
m our
heuuristic method with
sennsitivity model that
t the differennce of voltage beetween two adjaacent
layers is not the only
o
factor to effect
e
on the total IR drop. Soo this
metthod may not obbtain the optimiized results withh the TSV plannning.
A IR drop coomparison in laayer2 of ami333 between non--TSV
An
inseertion, Uniform
m_Grid, Max_D
Diff, and our opptimized approaach is
shoown in Fig.8. Two
T
power padds with 1.8V arre put at the topp left
corrner and right boottom corner seeparately; the daark zone denotees the
vioolation of voltagge. We can see that
t if we don’t make use of thee P/G
TSV
Vs (a), many violations will occur,
o
and it will be improved after
inseerting TSVs with
w Uniform_G
Grid approach (i.e.,
(
P/G TSVs are

C. Overall Resuults
P/G
P network ressource is anothher consideration in 3D IC dessign.
Our co-optimizatioon flow can optiimize the topolo
ogy with P/G TSVs
inserted in terms off both IR drop cconstraints and the optimizatioon of
wiree resources. In our
o P/G grid toppology optimizaation algorithm
m, we
ି
set the
t parameters in
i Algorithm 2 aas߬ଵ ൌ ͳ ൈ ͳͲିହ
ǡ ߬ଶ ൌ ͳ ൈ ͳͲ
Ͳିହ .
The overall resultts of P/G netw
work analysis with thermal and
c
with P//G topology opttimization is shoown
senssitivity model, coupled
in Table
T
III. The wiire resources inn the table includ
de the trunks whhich
consstruct P/G grid and the short interconnect seegments to connnect
the P/G
P TSVs to the P/G grid. As w
we can see from
m the table, the area
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Table II Comparisons of Max IR drop, Average IR drop, number of TSVs among different approaches with/without thermal analysis
Circuit

ami33
ami49
n100
n200
n300
Avg.

Without thermal analysis
With thermal analysis
Before via planning
After via planning
Before via planning
After via planning
Max IR Avg. IR Violated Max IR Avg. IR Violated TSV Max IR Avg. IR Violated Temp Max IR Avg. IR Violated Leakage TSV Temp
ratio number 㧔oC㧕
drop(v) drop(v) nodes drop(v) drop(v) nodes number drop(v) drop(v) nodes 㧔oC㧕 drop(v) drop(v) nodes
0.269 0.093 12409 0.139 0.089
1497
47
0.294 0.098 12942
180
0.142 0.095
2509 27.0%
63
152
0.208 0.049
3433
0.137 0.049
196
8
0.253 0.055
5013
234
0.139 0.054
503
35.3%
28
206
0.301 0.084 15538 0.154 0.083
2544
59
0.330 0.094 17064
274
0.168 0.092
3021 38.4%
80
215
0.277 0.081 13035 0.172 0.081
3073
103 0.297 0.093 14253
222
0.179 0.091
3807 35.6% 141
190
0.243 0.067 10042 0.150 0.065
2278
61
0.275 0.076 10922
310
0.161 0.073
2884 40.6% 112
263
245
205
0.260 0.075 10891 0.150 0.073
1918
56
0.290 0.083 12039
0.158 0.081
2545 35.38% 85

Table III Overall results of P/G network analysis with thermal and sensitivity model, coupled with P/G topology optimization.
Circuit
Max IR
drop(v)
ami33 0.142
ami49 0.139
n100 0.168
n200 0.179
n300 0.161
Avg. 0.158

via planning without topology optimization
Avg. IR Violated ܣ௧௨ ܣ௦௧
TSV Run time Max IR
ܣீ
drop(v) nodes (mm2) (mm2) (mm2) number
(s)
drop(v)
0.095 2509 2.996
0.255
3.251
63
22.62
0.128
0.054
503 15.556 2.203 17.759
28
11.91
0.120
0.092 3021 0.995
0.066
1.061
80
32.20
0.131
0.091 3807 1.147
0.031
1.178
141
56.38
0.133
0.073 2884 1.309
0.064
1.373
112
44.85
0.130
0.081 2545 4.401
0.524
33.59
4.924
85
0.128
[4]

Table IV Comparisons of wire resources between Uniform grid
[5]

topology and Non-uniform grid topology
Circuit Uniform grid topology
Non-uniform grid topology
optimization
optimization
ܣீ TSV Run time ܣ௧௨ ܣ௦௧ ܣீ TSV Run time
(mm2) number (s)
(mm2) (mm2) (mm2) number (s)
ami33 3.292 25
20.13 2.551 0.155 2.706 108
43.37
ami49 17.866 13
15.29 13.592 0.921 14.513 48
20.43
n100 1.193 17
17.54 0.781 0.029 0.81 113
45.50
n200 1.317 41
24.16 0.855 0.029 0.884 175
68.58
n300 1.632 45
8.29 1.115 0.045 1.16 171
19.29
Avg. 5.06
17.08 3.779 0.236 4.015 123
39.43
28

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

of short wires (ܣ௦௧ ) represent a very small portion ofܣீ . The
result in table III also shows that the co-optimization flow can save
18.5% of the total P/G wire resources with 44.7% additional P/G
vias inserted. Compared to the uniform grid in table IV, the
non-uniform grid topology we used can reduce IR drop more
efficiently with less wire resources. It is also indicated that short
wires can provide much flexibility to the whole design (i.e. More
P/G TSVs are available to be inserted) but with very little costs on
wires. We can see from table IV that a small amount of short wires
can bring a significant saving (about 20.7%) of total P/G resources.

VI.

[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]

CONCLUSIONS

[15]

By considering the 3D P/G TSV planning and thermal effects
while P/G analysis, the power delivery network can be optimized in
terms of IR drop distribution. The sensitivity model proposed in this
paper gives the decent guide of the P/G via planning. Both the
analysis and experimental results show the effectiveness of the
proposed method. Especially the analysis of thermal impacts shows
the thermal effects should not be ignored any more in 3D P/G
synthesis. Since power integrity is still a critical issue in 3D designs,
there are many other works need to be considered such as the P/G
TSV planning considering the noise reduction and the
co-optimization with decap insertion and wire sizing.

VII.
[1]

[2]
[3]

[16]
[17]

[18]
[19]

[20]
[21]
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